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General Information:General Information:

   Flexible ballistic shield with integrated flexible standing supportFlexible ballistic shield with integrated flexible standing support

   Evolutive Modular protective level from NIJ IIIa to NIJ IVEvolutive Modular protective level from NIJ IIIa to NIJ IV

   Very effective for immediate deployment in critical situations including breaching operationsVery effective for immediate deployment in critical situations including breaching operations

   Ultra-compact: Can be rolled up or folded for transport in any vehicle (boat, car, helicopter)Ultra-compact: Can be rolled up or folded for transport in any vehicle (boat, car, helicopter)
  

   Compact protective area 50 cm x 92 cm (soft ballistic) with up to 2 add on plates in size mini. 35x40cmCompact protective area 50 cm x 92 cm (soft ballistic) with up to 2 add on plates in size mini. 35x40cm
 or larger (upon request) or larger (upon request)

   Ergonomic carrying handles with quick release mechanism. Ergonomic carrying handles with quick release mechanism. Handle loops and light handlebar in the upper areaHandle loops and light handlebar in the upper area
 for easy carrying for easy carrying

   Outer cover from highly abrasion resistant materialOuter cover from highly abrasion resistant material

   The outer cover can be removed for cleaning through a two-way zip fastenerThe outer cover can be removed for cleaning through a two-way zip fastener

   Optional accessories: LED light: removable 2000 lumens, 1-3h, with switch & batteriesOptional accessories: LED light: removable 2000 lumens, 1-3h, with switch & batteries
 Window: NIJ IIIa, removable, 20*10cm. Skirt: NIJ IIIa removable 35x70cm  Window: NIJ IIIa, removable, 20*10cm. Skirt: NIJ IIIa removable 35x70cm 
 Weapon support Weapon support
    
Protective Surface:Protective Surface:

   Upper body to max. thigh in front of the bodyUpper body to max. thigh in front of the body

*Other colours, protection classes and special solutions on request

Compact folded mode With add on plates Back side connectivity Holding Rod
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COMPACT FLEXIBLE SHIELDCOMPACT FLEXIBLE SHIELD

Technical Data:Technical Data:

  Total weight: Main body approx 5 kg, additional plates (35x40):
 NIJ III + AK47 msc (2.5 kg), AK47 msc + 5.56  SS 109 (4 kg/plate),   
 7.62x39 AK47 API (5 kg/plate), NIJ IV (6 kg/plate)

  Size: Standard size (50x92 cm)
  Colours*: black
  Available protection classes*:

Shield: NIJ IIIaShield: NIJ IIIa
Additional plates: NIJ III + AK47 msc,Additional plates: NIJ III + AK47 msc,
5.56 SS109, 7.62x39 AK47 API NIJ IV...5.56 SS109, 7.62x39 AK47 API NIJ IV...


